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The Dutch Harness Horse Keuring was ably hosted once again at Windy Knoll Farms
by Debbie and Ron Egan. This year the turnout of fully KWPN registered horses was
unequaled by past years; the increase in breeding top quality horses was evident in
the number of first premiums and passing IBOPs.
In the Foalbook foal classes totaling 15 foals. All but one received a first premium
and the top two fillies and the top colt would have qualified for the finals in
Holland, they were so good. The youngest foal in the class was the wonderfully
moving I. RMA’s Izandra by (Eebert x Duizandra ster by Waldemar, owned by
Lester Graber of Ready Mix Acres, bred by Gebr. Den Otter) who scored the top
score of 80 (C 76, M 84). The close second was the beautiful Ironica (Cizandrox
Aronica keur sport/tp by Saffraan, owned and bred by Aquilla King of Hidden
Meadow Farm) who scored also 80 (Conf 77, Move 82). These are the top 2
Harness foals at the keurings this year. In third place overall and top of the colts
was Icen (Jonker x Dirona by Sirius Impression, owned and bred by Justin
Bontrager), who scored 77 overall (C 76, M 78) and garnered third place in the
national rankings.
The STB/Star mare class was also outstanding, with six mares receiving their ster
predicate. The top mare was Dejavu WH (Horal licensed x Kimberly keur by Renovo
pref, owned by Jonas Lengacher and bred by Windholme Farm) who scored 149
points (C71, M 78), followed closely by Fieke (Baanbreker x Astrid ster by Roy M,
owned by Raymond Stoltzfus of Ivy Lane Stables and bred by J. Veenstra) and
Fearda (Patijn pref x Phalarda ster by Koblenz, owned by David and Lorene Beach
of Farbig Farm and bred by C.J. Brouwer) who both scored 148 points overall.
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The afternoon continued with a superb IBOP class with seven mares and one
stallion passing with the score of 75 or higher. The best two mares were Charisma
(Vaandrager x Kind Lady by fortissimo, owned by David and Lorene Beachy and
bred by A.J. de Vries) with 80 points and the above mentioned Déjà vu WH who
scored 77.5 points. The stallion C E.Z. Warrior (Wouter 2de bez. x Taline by Manno
pref, owned by Parkside- and Dutch Meadow Stables, bred by Edwin Zehr of E.Z.’s
Dutch Harness Horses) , who’s conformation and movement was inspected at the
February 2013 Harness Stallion Licensing, completed his requirements to be
Licensed by passing his IBOP with 75.5.
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Reports from the Road generally
feature first premium or ‘standout’ horses.

First Premiums
I.RMA’s Izandra (Eebert x Waldemar)
I.RMA’s Manntoria (Manno x Wouter)
Icen (Jonker x Sirius Impression)
Imperial C.L. (Atleet x Roy M)
Impression (Whiskei x Jonker)
Incredible H (Colonist x Manno)
Intign (Waterman x Patijn)
Ironica (Cizandro x Saffraan)
Inspired Design (Saffraan x Vaandrager)
I’m First (Manno x Patijn)
Imaldine (Atleet x Torino)
Ster, Keur and Elite
Bestorita prok (Makari Extraordinaire x Lorton) - elite
Coralina ster (Patijn x Manno ) - keur
Edaperty ster (Unieko x Perfection) - keur
Dejavu WH (Horal x Renovo) - ster, keur
Etinkie U ster (Manno x Patijn) - keur
Charisma ster (Vaandrager x Fortissimo) - keur
Licensed
C.E.Z. Warrior (Wouter vb x Manno)

